
FINAL OPEN DURATION REPORT 2020 SEASON  

Ben Walzer is the new Open Duration Champion for the 2020 Season.  

After two attempts in September and two in October, we really thought that the fifth attempt would be 
a winner. However, the weather gods had other ideas. All night rain stopped when we arrived at SRAC 
and was eagerly greeted by Rick Etter, who was anxious to make up for the 98 points he was behind Ben 
Walzer; this being quite possible where a total of 2700 points were available. Three flights of fifteen 
minutes would give you 2700 points. The air was still damp, windy and the sky was grey with low clouds. 
Rick quickly started his converted Cox .49’, launched and miraculously achieved a flight of over 15 
minutes. However on landing, the skies opened up and the rain came down in buckets. Needless to say 
the contest was cancelled and existing total scores held for the season.  

So the winners are: first place and first season Ben Walzer flying a 60 inch span Tercel powered by a 
British .033 cc PAW diesel. This airplane, by the way, was originally flown by Trevor Stubbs also into first 
place back in 1999. Second place Rick Etter flying his 2 Meter Accent powered by a modified USA Cox 
.049 nitro. Third place Van Caryl flying a Gentle Lady powered by a Russian Norvel Big Mig .061 Glow.   

Ben Walzer was awarded the annual Open Duration trophy by Roy Stubbs. See attached picture. Keeper 
trophies will be engraved and awarded to the first, second and third place winners . This will probably 
take place at the field, as our Awards Banquet is presently cancelled. 

Thanks again to timers, score keepers etc. for your support. Himanshu Shekhar and Paul Dunatov were 
prepared to fly in this last event of the season. Paul has just bought a Gentle Lady kit and Himanshu has 
a very nicely built Gentle Lady purchased from the SASS folks. Hope to see you all next season when, 
God willing, we will also be able to fly F5J. 

                                                                             

Roy for Jerry Neupert, SRAC Duration CD 

See attachment for results… 

NOTE: Next SRAC Duration Day third Saturday of May 05/15/21 


